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ABSTRACT
On 31 December 2012, an instrumented autonomous surface vehicle (ASV; Wave Glider) transiting across
the Pacific from Hawaii to Australia as part of the Pacific Crossing (PacX) project came very close (46 km) to the
center of a category 3 Tropical Cyclone (TC), Freda, experiencing winds of up to 37 m s21 and significant wave
heights close to 10 m. The Wave Glider was instrumented for surface ocean–lower atmosphere (SOLA)
measurements, including atmospheric pressure, surface winds and temperature, sea surface temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, fluorescence (chlorophyll-a and turbidity), and surface-wave directional spectra. Such
measurements in close proximity to a tropical cyclone are rare. This study presents novel observations of the
ocean’s response in three quadrants of TC Freda, collected from the instrumented glider. Evolution of the wind,
the directional wave field, the sea surface temperature, and the Stokes drift profile (calculated from the wave
directional spectrum) as Freda passed near the vehicle are examined. Results are discussed in the context of the
recent coupled wind-wave modeling and large eddy simulation (LES) modeling of the marine boundary layer in
Hurricane Frances (Sullivan et al. 2012). Processes by which cold nutrient-rich waters are entrained and mixed
from below into the mixed layer as the TC passes near the Wave Glider are presented and discussed. The results
of this encounter of an autonomous surface vehicle with TC Freda supports the use of ASVs for regular TC
(hurricane) monitoring to complement remote sensing and ‘‘hurricane hunter’’ aircraft missions.

1. Introduction
Hurricanes, otherwise known as tropical cyclones (TC)
or typhoons, are among the most destructive natural
phenomena impacting the oceans and coastal waters.
Tropical cyclone intensity, characterized by the Saffir–
Simpson scale of sustained winds, is a key parameter that
ultimately helps define the potential impact of the surface
winds, the extent of storm surge, and the depth of upperocean mixing. While forecasting the track of tropical cyclones has significantly improved in recent decades, TC
intensity forecasts remain uncertain in a context where
climate models suggest an increase in the frequency of
intense TCs (Bender et al. 2007).
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A number of studies have aimed to improve our understanding of tropical cyclone genesis and dynamics
(Price 1981; D’Asaro et al. 2006; Black et al. 2007;
D’Asaro et al. 2007; Sanford et al. 2007, 2011a,b; Bell
et al. 2012; Mrvaljevic et al. 2013). One of the challenges
in this area of air–sea interaction research is the lack of
in situ measurements in close proximity to these intense
storms. Past studies have often been limited to using remote sensing products and air-launched instrumentation
(Powell et al. 2003; Sanford et al. 2011b). Very few of
those measurement campaigns collected a combination
of atmospheric, surface dynamics, and oceanographic
measurements at the same time and location.
Though a significant number of one-dimensional wave
spectra and samples of wave statistics in TCs have been
collected over the past couple of decades (Young 2003,
2006), wave directional spectra remain sparse (Young 2006)
and are often constrained to radar-based airborne wave
mapping techniques that better resolve the longer waves
(Walsh et al. 1985; Moon et al. 2003; Black et al. 2007). In
addition, the sampling of the lower part of the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL) in those intense storms
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is often only achievable using limited air-launched instrumentation like GPS dropsondes (Powell et al. 2003).
Measuring the evolution of the wave directional spectrum
in a tropical storm is critical for improving hurricane intensity forecasts, as the Stokes drift of the surface wave field
interacting with the vorticity of surface shear currents produces Langmuir circulations (LCs) through the vortex force
of the Craik–Leibovich theory (Craik and Leibovich 1976).
LCs contribute to the mixing of the upper ocean and hence
to the enthalpy transfer between the ocean and the atmosphere (Sullivan and McWilliams 2010; Sullivan et al. 2012)
through contributions to entrainment of cooler water from
below by ‘‘Langmuir turbulence’’ and shear associated with
strong currents in the wake of the storm (D’Asaro et al.
2007; Sanford et al. 2007).
In this paper, we present oceanographic and atmospheric boundary layer data collected from an instrumented unmanned surface vehicle [USV; Wave Glider
(WG), Liquid Robotics] as it passed near the category 3
Tropical Cyclone Freda.
The Pacific Crossing (PacX) project, to send Wave
Gliders across the Pacific from California to Australia and
Asia, was not designed as a tropical cyclone science program, but the serendipitous availability of the rare data
that were gathered, while limited, supports recent hurricane modeling results and opens a window to the development of improved methods of measuring surface
ocean–lower atmosphere (SOLA) processes in tropical
cyclones. Evolution of the wind, the directional wave field,
and estimates of the Stokes drift profile are presented
and discussed. The outline of the paper is as follows. In
section 2 the Wave Glider and its instrumentation are
described. In section 3 we briefly describe TC Freda. In
section 4 we present the measurements of the SOLA response to Freda. In section 5 we present evidence of the
ocean’s biophysical response to the TC, and in section 6
we summarize and discuss our findings.

2. The instrumented Wave Glider
The Liquid Robotics (LR, Sunnyvale, California) Wave
Glider is a novel ocean-wave-propelled autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) with a two-body design. The lower
part, called the ‘‘glider’’ is tethered to the surface ‘‘float’’
section of the vehicle by an approximately 7-m-long umbilical cable. The fins installed on the glider convert the
orbital motion of the wave into a horizontal force (much
the same way as personal swim fins do) that tows the instrumented surface float. Though the Wave Glider’s
propulsion system is purely mechanical, there are two
solar panels mounted on the float to supply power for
the navigation and communication systems and onboard
instrumentation.
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Wave Gliders are controlled and navigated using an
Iridium satellite link back to shore. Waypoints are sent
to the vehicle using the Wave Glider Management
System (WGMS), proprietary Liquid Robotics control
software. Details about the vehicle design and performance are provided in Table 1.

a. PacX experiment
In November of 2011, Liquid Robotics launched the
PacX experiment, sending four Wave Gliders across the
Pacific Ocean to demonstrate the endurance and reliability of their vehicles. The four Wave Gliders left from
San Francisco, California, and first transited to Hawaii.
From there, two vehicles headed to Australia and two to
Japan. One of the two Wave Gliders heading to Australia,
WG Benjamin, named in honor of the early American
scientist and Gulf Stream pioneer, Benjamin Franklin,
came in close proximity to the category 3 Tropical Cyclone Freda.

b. Instrumentation
Liquid Robotics fitted all four Wave Gliders with
a suite of atmospheric and oceanographic instruments.
Figure 1 shows a picture of the instrumented glider
during engineering tests off the western coast of the island of Hawaii prior to the start of the PacX project. An
Airmar (Milford, New Hampshire) PB200 sensor was
installed to measure air temperature, barometric pressure, wind speed, wind gust speed, and wind direction
1 m above the deck of the Wave Glider. Data were
sampled at 1 Hz and then averaged over a 10-min window before being transmitted back to shore through
Iridium communications.
The wave field was characterized using a Datawell
(Haarlem, The Netherlands) MOSE G-1000 wave sensor
installed on the glider float. This sensor produces threecomponent displacements in a fixed north–east–vertical
coordinate frame using a high-accuracy GPS receiver–
based system that measures the horizontal and vertical
buoy velocities based on the Doppler shift in received
GPS signals. These velocities are then integrated internally
in the unit to produce north–east–vertical displacement
time series. The standard Datawell output products (bulk
wave parameters, frequency spectra) were streamed back
to shore, while the continuous 2-Hz time series were logged internally and recovered once WG Benjamin reached
its final destination in Australia. All spectra considered in
the analysis reported here were reprocessed using the raw
2-Hz data stream to account for the brief loss of GPS signal
during heavy seas that may have been caused by occasional submergence of the antenna under breaking waves.
As described in appendix A, since the Wave Glider is not
optimally designed as a wave buoy, the wave-measuring
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TABLE 1. Liquid Robotics WG specifications. Circular error probability (CEP), World Meteorological Organization (WMO);
1 kt 5 0.51 m s21.
Dimensions

Weight (dry)
Buoyancy (in water)
Endurance
Speed in water
Depth rating
Propulsion
Battery
Solar power
Command and control power
Available payload power
Communication
Navigation accuracy
Station keeping

Wave Glider system was tested against a separate Datawell directional wave buoy.
A Sea-Bird Electronics (Bellevue, Washington) water
conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) and dissolved
oxygen sensor was installed at the base of the float. The
Glider Payload CTD (GPCTD) is specifically designed
for use on autonomous platforms. It is a self-contained
CTD equipped with onboard memory and storage, and
integrated pump with low power consumption and small
form factor. A flow-controlled dissolved oxygen (DO)
sensor was added directly in line with the T and C sensors. A collocated pressure sensor provides depth information. The GPCTD is designed to minimize power
consumption. During the PacX experiment, the instrument was set to burst sample at 10-s intervals over
70 s every 10 min. A Turner Designs (Sunnyvale) C3
fluorometer designed to measure chlorophyll-a in vivo
fluorescence [460-nm excitation and 696-nm emission
wavenumber, raw fluorescence units (RFU)], turbidity
[850-nm excitation and 850-nm emission, nephelometric
turbidity units (NTU)], and crude oil material (325-nm
excitation and 410–600-nm emission) was also installed
below the glider float. The sampling interval was set
to 2 min. The sensor was calibrated before and after
the PacX experiment following the manufacturer’s
recommendations.

c. Remote sensing products
In addition to the in situ measurements, remote sensing
products were also available in the present study. We
used the Multiplatform Tropical Cyclone Surface Wind
Analysis (MTCSWA) dataset, an operational product

Float (length 3 width): 208 cm 3 60 cm
Underwater glider, at 7-m depth (height 3 length):
40 cm 3 191 cm
Wings: 107 cm wide
Mass: 90 kg
Displacement: 150 kg
Up to 1 year (variable)
0.4–2 kt (variable)
Continuous wash and salt spray
Brief submergence to 2 m
Mechanical conversion of wave energy into forward propulsion
665 watt-hours–lithium-ion rechargeable
80 W (peak) for battery charging, onboard electronics, and payloads
1.5 W continuous
10A (max) continuous at 13.2 V
Iridium and 2.4 GHz
3-m radius CEP50
40-m radius CEP90 in WMO sea state 3
(with current , 0.5 kt)

available through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
(NESDIS) and the Regional and Mesoscale Meteorology Branch (RAMMB) at Colorado State University,
Fort Collins, Colorado. Global tropical cyclone surface
and flight-level wind analyses are produced every 6 h,
through objective mapping of remotely sensed winds
from satellites (Knaff et al. 2011).

d. Numerical model
Numerical products (significant wave height, surface
winds) publicly available from the combined Joint Typhoon Warning Center WAVEWATCH III (JTWC/
W3) model were also used in the present study. The
model uses a modified Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS) wind field
forecast, using a JTWC estimate of the storm (radius of
maximum winds, and radius of the outermost closed
isobar to characterize the extent of the TC circulation),
which is then used as input to WAVEWATCH III to
improve wave height forecasts (Sampson et al. 2010,
2013).

3. TC Freda
Freda became a tropical depression on 26 December
2012, forming approximately 295 km northeast of the
Solomon Islands in the western Pacific. The system quickly
became a tropical cyclone on 29 December 2012, tracking
along the northwestern edge of a subtropical atmospheric
ridge in a southwesterly direction. It continued intensifying
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FIG. 1. Wave Glider Benjamin during engineering tests off the
island of Hawaii, prior to the PacX deployment. The insert shows the
geographical area where the glider encountered Tropical Cyclone
Freda, on 31 Dec 2012, northwest of New Caledonia.

and reached category 3 intensity on 30 December shortly
after crossing 1618E, with winds reaching up to 55 m s21 ,
and a measured pressure of 975 mbar. The cyclone later
weakened because of strong wind shear, was downgraded
to a tropical storm on 1 January 2013, and then was just
a low pressure area on 2 January 2013 before it struck New
Caledonia.

4. Ocean response to TC Freda
Figure 2 shows Freda’s track and intensity (m s21 ) from
1200 UTC 28 December 2012 through 1200 UTC 4
January 2013. Also shown is the WG Benjamin track,
getting as close as 46 km from the center of the eye at
1200 UTC 31 December 2012. The storm quickly weakened once it passed south of the Wave Glider. Also note
that WG Benjamin was set to be on a constant westerly
heading during the storm. The shape of the glider track once
it reached the wake of the TC implies very strong westerly
then northward surface currents that swept the glider into
the wake of the storm.
The relative distance between the WG and the center of
the storm is shown in Fig. 3a. It was able to continuously
collect data in three quadrants of the TC. Figures 3b and 3c
show the eastward and northward, respectively, glider
(blue) and surface current (red) velocity components. Unfortunately, the surface velocity sensor used for navigation
purposes was turned off from 1030 UTC 31 December 2012
to 1915 UTC 1 January 2013 to reduce payload power
consumption. During the same period of time, once the
WG reached the wake of the TC in quadrant C, platform
speed over ground (GPS SOG) of up to 1.5 m s21 was
measured, moving toward the east, in the direction opposite
to its navigational setting, implying the existence of opposing near-surface currents of even greater amplitude.
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FIG. 2. Track and intensity (peak winds, color coded; m s21 ) of
TC Freda (black line) and track of WG Benjamin (blue), from 28
Dec 2012 through 4 Jan 2013. Note that the diameter of the circles
is proportional to the storm’s intensity.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the main parameters
of the MABL and surface conditions from 25 December
2012 through 1 January 2013 as the WG passed near the
eye of the TC. Each data point represents a 10-min average. Figure 4a shows the barometric pressure. As expected, the lowest value was recorded near the center of
the TC, reaching almost 975 mbar. Figure 4b shows the
significant wave height Hs measured from the Datawell
sensor and the estimate from the JTWC/W3 numerical
forecast at the WG location. Here Hs is defined as
Hs 5 4*hh2 i, where h(t) is the surface displacement and
hi denotes the 10-min average. The significant wave
height rapidly increased as the WG got closer to the eye
of the TC, reaching 9.9 m at 1400 UTC 31 December
2013. Figure 4c shows the wind speed measured by
the glider at 1 m above the water surface, the spatially interpolated wind products from JTWC/W3 and
MTCSWA, and the wind speed at 10-m height U10 extrapolated from the WG sonic anemometer at 1 m,
computed iteratively using Tropical Ocean and Global
Atmosphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response
Experiment 3.0 (TOGA COARE 3.0) algorithm (Fairall
et al. 2003) assuming a constant flux layer with a logarithmic wind profile:
 
u*a
10
ln
,
U10 5
zo
k

(1)

where u*a is the friction velocity in the air and zo is the
roughness length as described in Fairall et al. (2003):
zo 5

au2*a
g

1

0:11n
,
u*

(2)
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FIG. 3. (a) Distance between the glider and eye of TC Freda, as estimated by the JTWC, as
a function of time. Also highlighted are the quadrant locations of the WG, relative to TC Freda
as defined in the insert. (b),(c) Eastward- and northward-measured surface currents (blue) and
WG GPS speed over ground (red). The surface velocity sensor was unfortunately turned off at
1030 UTC 31 Dec 2012 until 1915 UTC 1 Jan 2013 to reduce power consumption; the shaded
areas in (b) and (c).

where n is the kinematic viscosity and a is Charnock’s
parameter (Charnock et al. 1955).
Figure 4d shows the corresponding wind (from) direction relative to true north. Average wind speed
quickly increased to 36.5 m s21 near the center of the
TC, at 1400 UTC 31 December 2012. The wind direction
shifted from 1008 to 2808 over the course of 24 h starting
on 31 December 2012 as the WG passed through three
quadrants of the TC. The wind direction from the JTWC/
W3 and MTCSWA products are in relatively good
agreement with the measured wind direction, while the
wind speed from the JTWC/W3 product is in good
agreement up to the peak of the storm and then diverges
significantly. The MTCSWA surface wind product is in

poor agreement with the in situ measurement up to 1
January 2013, when it starts to improve significantly. The
discrepancy is likely caused by inaccuracies in the TC
intensity forecast because of limitations of the JTWC and
MTCSWA algorithm (Knaff et al. 2013; J. Knaff 2013,
personal communication). We also found that the JTWC/
W3 wave product did a poor job reproducing the significant wave height along the track of the Wave Glider.
Figure 4e shows sea surface temperature (SST) and
conductivity measured from the GPCTD mounted at the
base of the float. Both SST and conductivity decreased
significantly once the glider reached the wake of the TC,
as reported in previous studies (D’Asaro et al. 2007;
Mrvaljevic et al. 2013).
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FIG. 4. Environmental conditions measured by the WG during TC Freda. (a) Barometric pressure, (b) significant wave height, (c) wind speed (m s21 ; black: WG U1 measured at 1-m height, blue:
surface winds from JTWC/W3 product, red: RAMMB, reanalyzed surface winds, and orange: WG
U10 estimated from U1 ), (d) wind direction (coming from relative to true north), and (e) sea surface
temperature (8C) and conductivity (S m21). Noise in conductivity measurements in high wind and
wave conditions may be due to near-surface bubble clouds (cf. Lamarre and Melville 1991).

Figure 5 shows an example time series of sea surface
displacement collected around 1540 UTC 31 December
2012. The horizontal velocity in the mean wave direction
for that period of time (coming from 1508, relative to

true north) is shown as color-coded dots. At that time,
the significant wave height Hs 5 7:5 m and the wind
speed U10 5 36:5 m s21 . A couple of extreme waves,
sometimes called ‘‘rogue’’ waves, were measured by the
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FIG. 5. Example time series of sea surface displacement measured by the WG around
1540 UTC 31 Dec 2013. The measured glider horizontal velocity in the mean wave direction is
shown as color-coded dots (m s21 ). Significant wave height Hs was equal to 7.5 m and wind
speed U10 was equal to 36.5 m s21 at the time of measurement. Note that the largest wave, at
1542 UTC, has a height exceeding 2Hs .

WG, the largest one appeared at 1542 UTC. Peak-topeak height was 15.83 m, with a maximum WG horizontal velocity of 4.8 m s21 .
The spectrogram of the sea surface displacement is
shown in Fig. 6. The spectra were computed using 256-s
FFT windows with 50% overlap over a 30-min record.
Low-frequency swell (20–25-s period) appeared on 26
December 2012 while the TC was still a significant distance from the WG and its period slowly decreased as
the TC got closer. On 30 December 2012, wind waves
became dominant as the wind quickly increased, ultimately reaching speeds close to 27 m s21 (at 1 m above
the surface, equivalent to 36.5 m s21 at 10 m) at the peak
of the storm. The evolution of the wave frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. Spectra are color coded for wind
speed at 1-m height. The evolution of the spectral shape
as the wind increases is consistent with the measurements
by Donelan et al. (1985) and Young (2006). While a lowfrequency swell peak is present at the lowest wind speed,
where the measurements were collected at a significant
distance from the TC, the wave spectrum quickly becomes unimodal as the wind increased and the glider got
closer to the center of the TC.
For each 30-min record, the directional wave spectrum
Sf u is computed using the Wave Analysis for Fatigue and
Oceanography (WAFO) MATLAB library (Brodtkorb
et al. 2000) using the horizontal (north, east) and vertical
displacements of the glider float. Figure 8 presents the
evolution of the directional wave field as the TC passed
near the WG. The relative storm location is qualitatively
depicted by a hurricane symbol. The red arrow represents
the wind vector, while the directional wave information
uses the ‘‘from’’ direction. The first sign of the approaching
storm occurs on 30 December 2012, in the form of

a northerly swell, while the high-frequency part of the
spectrum is dominated by westerly wind waves. As the TC
got closer to the WG, at 0900 31 December 2012, the energy associated with the swell and wind waves increased,
with 1-m winds reaching close to 19.5 m s21 , still showing
a sharp bimodal distribution of wave energy. A few hours
later, as the TC gets even closer to the WG and the wind
increased (1-m wind U15 24.7 m s21 ), the swell and
wind wave energy start converging into a single, broader
energy peak, effectively transitioning from a bimodal to
a unimodal spectrum. The directional spread of energy
at the peak frequency is significant, driven by the rapid
change in wind direction as the glider passed through the
right (west) side of the TC, relative to the direction of TC
propagation. A few hours later, at 1600 UTC, when the
WG was located directly to the right (west) of the eye of
the TC, the spectrum was dominated by wind-generated
waves, coming from the southeast. Wind speed rapidly
decreased once the glider reached the TC wake, with the
1-m wind speed, U1 , only 11.6 m s21 at 2000 UTC 31
December 2012, coming from the southwest. Note that
the wind and peak wave directions are not perfectly
aligned, as the wave field does not have time to reach
wind-wave equilibrium in such a rapidly varying environment.
Spatial variability of the wind speed and significant
wave height is depicted in Fig. 9, where the measurement location used is the relative distance (km) in an
earth coordinate frame between the WG and the eye of
the TC. The mean direction of propagation of Freda is
shown as a black arrow. Note the rapid increase in wind
and wave conditions as the storm passed to the east of
the WG and the sharp change in wind direction as the
WG encounters the wake of the TC.
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FIG. 6. (top) Spectrogram of the sea surface displacement. Horizontal axis is the time in days.
Spectra were computed using 256-s FFT windows with 50% overlap over the 30-min record.
(middle) Significant wave height Hs (black) and wave direction (red, coming from, relative to
true north). (bottom) Wind speed measured at 1-m height from the WG (black) and corresponding wind direction (red, coming from, relative to true north).

The Craik–Leibovich II (CLII) theory of Langmuir circulation, or ‘‘Langmuir turbulence,’’ introduces a vortex
force that is the vector product of the Stokes drift of the
wave field and the vorticity of the Eulerian current,
Fn 5 us 3 v. Early modeling of the effects of the vortex
force on the upper ocean used monochromatic wave fields
to evaluate the Stokes drift, but recent modeling has used
a full directional spectrum (Sullivan et al. 2012) based on
Kenyon’s (1969) spectral description of us as a function of
depth. As only directional wave frequency spectra were
available in this study, we estimated us using its leadingorder expression derived in Webb and Fox-Kemper (2011):
us 5

16p3
g

ð‘ ðp
0

2p

(cosu, sinu, 0)f 3 Sf u (f , u)e(8p

2 2

f / g )z

du df ,
(3)

where Sf u is the directional wave frequency spectrum, z
is the depth, and f is the frequency (Hz). Stokes drift

velocity and wind amplitudes and directions are
shown in Figs. 10a and 10b. The alignment between
Stokes drift velocity and the surface wind is remarkable,
reaching at most a 358 offset once the glider is located in
the wake of the TC at t 2 tm 5 10 h, where tm is the time
when measured winds first reached TC force, at
1200 UTC 31 December 2012 (U10 5 34.5 m s21 ).
Figure 10c shows the evolution of the surface turbulent Langmuir number Lat (McWilliams et al. 1997),
defined as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*w (t)
,
Lat 5
jus (z 5 0, t)j

(4)

where up
(t) isﬃ the friction velocity in the water,
*wﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*w ðtÞ 5 jtj/rw , rw is the water density, t is the surface
stress, and us (0, t) is the surface Stokes drift velocity
calculated from (3). Low values of Lat , below 0.4 in the
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FIG. 7. Evolution of the weighted (f 4 ) wave frequency spectrum
as a function of wind speed U1 (color coded, m s21 ) from 1200 UTC
29 Dec 2012 through 1200 UTC 31 Dec 2012. Beyond the peak
frequency fp , where significant peak enhancement is present, the
high-frequency tail of the spectra is approximately proportional to
f 24 to f 25 up to 0.7 Hz. Also note the low-frequency swell peak
in the low wind case at f 5 0.06 Hz.

case of aligned wind and Stokes drift vector, are
often associated with the generation of Langmuir circulations. In recent work from Harcourt and D’Asaro
(2008), the Langmuir number
tsl (sl stands for
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ surface
pLa
layer) is defined as Latsl 5 u*w /(hus isl 2 usref Þ, based
on a near-surface average value of the Stokes drift hus isl
and a reference value usref at depth (though still in the
mixed layer) to account for vortex force production. The
definition of the Langmuir number [see Eq. (4)] was
chosen for its simplicity and to provide direct comparison with the numerical simulations of Sullivan et al.
(2012). We find the lowest value of Lat in front of the
storm at t 5 220 h and later at t 5 20 h, qualitatively
consistent with the large eddy simulation (LES) modeling of Sullivan et al. (2012).
The representative vertical penetration of the Stokes
drift, the Stokes depth scale (Fig. 10d), is defined by
Sullivan et al. (2012) as
Ds 5 4p

ð0
zs

us (z, t)  us (0, t)
dz,
jus (0, t)j2

(5)

where zs is chosen as the depth to which the integrand
remains positive.
The Stokes depth scale rapidly increased from 35–45
to up to 126 m over a 40-h period as the storm approached the WG, reaching its maximum at t 5 4 h, and
then sharply decreased to prestorm levels in only 15 h.
Although we do not find a peak in the Stokes depth scale
ahead of the storm as shown in Sullivan et al. (2012), we
do observe a rapid decrease of Ds once the glider
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reached the rear of the storm, consistent with the analysis of the Sullivan et al. model TC.
Figure 11 presents the same set of variables
(us , Lat , Ds ), this time as a function of position relative
to the storm. The axes have been rotated from an Earthcoordinate reference frame to a TC-coordinate reference frame, where the TC is propagating to the left side
of the figure. The (us , y s ) vector is rotated in the new
reference frame as well for comparison with numerical
estimates from Sullivan et al. (2012). The along-track
storm direction component of the Stokes drift us is
mostly negative in front of the storm, with values
reaching up to 20.2 m s21 and then sharply changing
sign once the TC wake is reached. The cross-track storm
component of the Stokes drift y s remains low or close to
zero in front of the storm and then reaches a minimum,
with a value around 20.2 m s21 , at Y 5 250 km and X 5
70 km. This asymmetry is explained by the fact that the
wind field is less asymmetric than the distribution of the
wave field (Young 2003). The spatial distributions of Lat
and Ds are presented in Figs. 11c and 11d. Larger values
are found to the right (negative Y) side of the TC.
Four profiles of the Stokes velocity at various times
and locations with respect to the center of the TC are
shown in Fig. 12. The velocity profiles, in a TCcoordinate frame, have been normalized by the local
friction velocity in the water, and the depth z is scaled by
Ds . Recall that the vertical profile of Stokes drift spirals
with depth (see Fig. 13), as it is composed of a mix of
swell and wind-wave components, each with an ekz
vertical dependence that propagated in rapidly changing
directions as the TC passed near the WG. It is therefore
of interest to characterize the depth dependence of the
wind–Stokes drift alignment (the included angle between them), as it is directly related to the generation of
Langmuir turbulence. Van Roekel et al. (2012) showed
that Langmuir turbulence generation is minimal for an
included angle of 1808 and that the mixing associated
with Langmuir circulation is reduced once the included
angle reaches 908.
Figure 14 shows the variation of the wind–Stokes drift
included angle as a function of time, for four selected
depths (z 5 0, 10, 40, and 80 m) along with the magnitude of the wind speed U10 in Fig. 14a and the evolution
of the normalized Stokes drift profile (us , y s )/u*w as
a function of nondimensional depth z/Ds for the same
period of time (Figs. 14c and 14d, respectively). The
alignment is generally better at the surface, as shorter
locally wind-driven waves rapidly respond to the
change in wind direction much faster than it takes for
the lower-frequency components of the wave field.
Around t 5 270 h, as the swell approaches the WG, the
misalignment at larger depth (therefore, lower frequency of
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FIG. 8. Evolution of the 30-min wave directional spectrum as TC Freda passed near WG Benjamin. Relative
location of the storm is depicted by the TC symbol, . Wave direction is defined as ‘‘coming from,’’ while the wind
vector (red arrow) depicts the direction the wind is ‘‘going to,’’ measured 1 m above the WG float.
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FIG. 9. (a) Wind speed U10 (color coded and shown as vectors along the TC track) and (b) Hs as a function of
relative distance from the eye of TC Freda. Also shown is the storm mean direction of propagation (black arrow).
Both variables are represented as color-coded dots for each record.

the wave field) rapidly increases, reaching almost 1208
at t 5 230 h. As the glider moves closer to the center of
the TC, the surface wave spectrum changes from
a multimodal to a unimodal distribution, reducing the
depth dependence of the wind–Stokes drift alignment.
At t 5 4 h, the time of maximum winds, when the wave
spectrum is narrow banded (wind waves rapidly aligning to surface forcing), the Stokes drift is in resonance
with the wind, meaning that the entire water column,
up to the Stokes depth scale, is oriented in, or close to,
the wind direction. This is consistent with the results of
Sullivan et al. (2012) and of significance, as this implies
the generation of strong Langmuir turbulence close
to the center of the TC. As the TC propagates away
from the Wave Glider, the wind–Stokes drift alignment at depth rapidly deteriorates, briefly reaching
1108 at t 5 10 h. The alignment subsequently improves
over the following 50 h, before wind-wave equilibrium is
reached at t 5 60 h.

5. Biophysical response
Extreme weather events such as tropical cyclones are
known to influence nutrient supply and phytoplankton
dynamics, providing a mechanism through which cold,

deeper, nutrient-rich water, essential for phytoplankton
growth, is entrained into the mixed layer (Babin et al.
2004; Hung et al. 2010; Hung and Gong 2011; Chung
et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013). Conducting traditional
ship-based expeditions to collect in situ measurements
to characterize the biogeochemical ocean response to
such extreme events is difficult (Chen et al. 2013), while
satellite observations and estimation of ocean biological
productivity variables (e.g., chlorophyll-a) are often
limited by cloud coverage, especially in close proximity
to large weather systems. This is, however, where collocated spatiotemporal measurements of the biological
and physical processes are most needed, to characterize
the mechanisms through which cold nutrient-rich waters
are transported to the surface.
Satellite observations of daily chlorophyll concentration and SST from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) collected on 25 December
2012 and 3 January 2013 (before and after the tropical
cyclone passage, respectively) are shown in Fig. 15. The
track of Freda over the area is shown as a dashed red
line, while the location of the storm and the WG on 3
January 2013 is depicted as a red circle and a black cross,
respectively, in the two right panels. Despite the limited
field of view caused by cloud coverage, especially close
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FIG. 10. (a) Amplitude of the surface Stokes drift velocity (blue) and U10 (red) as the WG
passed near TC Freda, and (b) corresponding directions. (c) Evolution of the turbulent
Langmuir number Lat , with the colored area corresponding to Lat , 0.4. (d) Stokes depth scale
Ds for the same period of time.

to the storm, the TC ‘‘cold’’ wake is clearly visible on 3
January 2013, and it exhibits increased concentration of
chlorophyll when compared to the prestorm levels,
reaching 0.18 mg m23 within the wake of the TC. Surface
temperature shows a cooling of up to 4.58C in response
to the TC, even several days after the storm passes.

Chlorophyll-a in vivo fluorescence (RFU) is shown in
the top panel of Fig. 16. This is not a direct measurement
of chl-a concentration, as the fluorescence measurements
are affected by a range of processes, including photosynthesis and quenching during daytime (Falkowski
and Kiefer 1985). The latter explains the large dips in the
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FIG. 11. Along-track and cross-track storm direction components of Stokes drift velocity us
and (b) ys , respectively, calculated at the water surface, z 5 0, from the measured directional
wave spectra. (c) Nondimensional turbulent Langmuir number Lat , and (d) the Stokes depth
scale Ds (m) as a function of distance from the eye of TC Freda.

chl-a fluorescence values during daytime. We chose the
nighttime fluorescence data, the period of the day that is
least impacted by these processes (highlighted in black in
Fig. 16a), as an indicator of the relative evolution of the
chl-a concentration as the WG passes near the storm. Also
shown are the wind speed U10 , significant wave height Hs ,
and Wave Glider easterly horizontal velocity (Fig. 16b),
SST and surface salinity (Fig. 16c), and dissolved oxygen
DO and turbidity (Fig. 16d). The WG easterly horizontal
velocity is used as a proxy for the large surface and subsurface currents expected in the wake of the TC (recall
from Fig. 3 that the surface current sensor was turned off
during the most intense part of the storm). During the
studied period, the WG was set to travel toward the west;

therefore, any positive easterly horizontal velocities imply
strong surface currents opposing the WG direction of
propagation (i.e., the WG is moving backward). The period of time when the WG was located in the wake of the
storm, highlighted in blue in Fig. 16, was estimated using
the available in situ and satellite products (Fig. 15).
The observed in situ surface temperature fell by 1.88C
from 30 December 2012 to 2 January 2013, along the
track of the WG. The surface salinity drops rapidly starting
on 29 December 2012, decreasing to approximately 35.05–
35.15 psu for the following 2 days before slowly increasing
to 35.3 psu on 4 January 2013. The decrease in salinity is
likely due to intense rain close to the storm. Dissolved
oxygen concentration rapidly increased as wind speed
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FIG. 12. Vertical profiles of Stokes drift velocity components [along-track and cross-track storm direction components us (blue) and ys
(red)] normalized by the local friction velocity in the water, u*w , at (a)–(d) various locations with respect to (left) the eye of the storm.
Depth is scaled by Ds .

rose, caused by the onset of breaking and associated
bubble entrainment (Wallace and Wirick 1992; Melville
1996), and then remained at an elevated level for some
time.
The observed nighttime chl-a in vivo fluorescence
increased as the TC passed near the WG, starting from
30 RFU on 28 December 2012 and reaching 50–60 RFU
on 31 December 2013. The observed chl-a remained at
this level (or slightly lower) in the TC wake, and then
rapidly reduced to prestorm levels once the WG was out
of the TC wake. Although we do expect a bias in the
chl-a fluorescence caused by bubble contamination in
the optical measurements (Terrill et al. 2001; Omand
et al. 2009), this would not account for the significant rise
of chl-a fluorescence occurring between 29 December
2012 and 31 December 2012. In addition, the turbidity
measurements shown in Fig. 16d only exhibit a significant
increase, also known to be associated with subsurface
bubble generation, at the peak of the storm. Note that the
apparent constant chl-a in vivo fluorescence in the TC

wake from 31 December 2012 to 1 January 2013 whereas
the SST keeps decreasing suggests that all nutrient-rich
water from the euphotic layer was entrained into the
mixed layer.

6. Summary and discussion
Atmospheric and oceanographic measurements collected during Tropical Cyclone Freda from an instrumented surface vehicle have been analyzed. The Wave
Glider was able to withstand TC (hurricane)-level wind
and wave conditions while collecting and transmitting
measurements.
The standard surface ocean–lower atmosphere (SOLA)
measurements of air temperature, winds, SST, and surface
currents were measured. In addition, using the motion of
the surface flotation for wave field measurements calibrated against a standard wave buoy, the evolution of the
directional wave field as the storm passed near the WG
was measured and analyzed. It exhibited a transition from
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FIG. 13. Example of vertical profiles of Stokes drift velocity normalized by u*w at 0200 UTC 31 Dec 2012. Depth is scaled by Ds .

a unimodal (swell) to a bimodal distribution (swell plus
wind waves) in front of the TC, changing to a unimodal
distribution close to the eye of the TC and in its wake. The
frequency spectrum of the sea surface displacement (i.e.,
the wave spectrum) shows close to an f 24 dependency
over a range of frequencies, consistent with past studies
(Donelan et al. 1985; Young 2006).
Stokes drift velocities were estimated from the wave
directional spectrum. The Langmuir turbulence number, the Stokes depth scale, and the Stokes drift computed from measurements of the directional wave
spectrum across the track of TC Freda show remarkable
agreement with recent hurricane marine boundary layer
studies that include numerical wind-wave model predictions as input into the LES model of the marine
boundary layer (Sullivan et al. 2012). The surface turbulent Langmuir number Lat , based on wave measurements, varied from 0.28 to 0.6, with the lower values,
below 0.4, found ahead of the storm and in its wake. We
find a spatial distribution of the Stokes drift vector
comparable to that in Sullivan et al. (2012), with a maximum magnitude at the closest point from the eye of the
TC, to its right side, mostly driven by y s , the component
orthogonal to the path of the TC. Though we do expect
an enhancement of vertical mixing by Langmuir turbulence through the vortex force when the Stokes drift
vector is aligned with the current, large misalignments
between the wind and Stokes drift vector, at depth in
particular, will lead to situations where the vertical
gradients of Eulerian velocities and Stokes drift are of
opposing signs, effectively reducing the contribution of
Langmuir turbulence to vertical mixing. This is of importance, as the depth penetration of the Stokes drift,

characterized as the Stokes depth scale, was found to
exceed 120 m at the time of maximum winds.
Although the deepening of the mixed layer produced
by the wake of inertial currents formed behind a tropical
cyclone or hurricane (e.g., Price 1981) remains the
dominant dynamical process through which cold, deeper
water is entrained into the mixed layer in the wake of
TCs and hurricanes, this does not explain the apparent
entrainment or upwelling ahead of Freda demonstrated
by the chl-a data presented here. It appears that other
mechanisms may need to be considered.
Toffoli et al. (2012) suggest wave-orbital-motioninduced turbulence as a possible process to explain the
deepening of the mixed layer during tropical cyclones;
however, evidence for such turbulence is based on very
limited indirect laboratory studies, and as far as we are
aware there is no direct field evidence of such turbulence.
Recent numerical studies from Sullivan et al. (2012) show
the importance of Langmuir turbulence, which is estimated to contribute up to 20% of the entrainment flux at
the base of a marine boundary layer driven by a hurricane. Turbulence generated by wave breaking, a dominant feature of such high wind and wave environments,
was not taken into account in this study, but it may contribute significantly (Sullivan et al. 2007) to ocean mixing,
through direct injection of turbulence near the surface,
which is transported to deeper water by Langmuir circulations. We expect this latter process to be important in
tropical cyclones, in particular ahead of the storm, where
the Stokes depth scale can reach very large values (up to
120 m for TC Freda).
Another mechanism to consider is the Ekman
pumping wE , defined as
wE 5

$3t
,
rw fc

(6)

where $ 3 t is the wind stress curl and fc is the Coriolis
parameter. Figure 16e shows wE calculated from the
JTWC/W3 product (gray line) at the WG location. The
upwelling velocity reached 5.5 m h21 at the peak of the
storm, in an area where the winds were very high (U10 .
25 m s21 ) and their direction was rapidly changing. Also
shown is the vertical velocity generated from the spatial
divergence of horizontal Stokes drift, introduced by
McWilliams et al. (2004) as a pseudovertical velocity wSt
(red line). This velocity does contribute to the vertical
transport near the most intense part of the TC, though to
a lesser degree than the Ekman pumping.
Future versions of the SOLA-instrumented Wave
Glider should include a current profiler to estimate the
Eulerian current shear, which is an important source of
mixing in the wake of tropical cyclones, as well as the
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FIG. 14. (a) Wind speed U10 as the WG passed near TC Freda. (b) Difference between the
direction of the mean wind and that of the Stokes drift us (z) for z 5 0, 210, 240, 280 m, as
a function of time relative to maximum wind. (c),(d) Color-coded vertical profiles of Stokes drift
(us , y s ) normalized by uw* as a function of nondimensional depth z/Ds , respectively.

Stokes shear-production term as a function of depth in
the nonequilibrium wind-wave regime.
One of the most important conclusions of this work is
that the SOLA measurements, made in close proximity
to a category 3 tropical cyclone using the Wave Glider,
make way for more extensive use of this technology in

measuring air–sea interaction processes in extreme
conditions. There is room for improvement in using
more research-grade instrumentation to measure SOLA
processes. There is also the opportunity to park a small
flotilla of these platforms in ‘‘hurricane alley’’ locations
and, with a 5–7-day hurricane forecast window, be able
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FIG. 15. (top) Chl-a concentration estimated from MODIS and Terra level 3 daily products (mg m23 ) (left) before and
(right) after TC Freda. Track of the TC is shown as a red dashed line. Average location of the center of the storm and the
WG on 3 Jan 2013 are depicted by a red circle and a black cross, respectively. (bottom) Corresponding SST.

to send them to cross the hurricane track at various
locations.
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APPENDIX
Directional Wave Measurements from a Wave
Glider
While the Wave Glider is equipped with a Datawell
directional wave sensor, the Wave Glider platform is

not optimized for wave measurement as is the Datawell
family of wave buoys, so a direct intercomparison
of wave measurements from the two platforms was
conducted.
A short deployment of Wave Glider Benjamin to
evaluate its performance as a directional wave sensor
was conducted by Liquid Robotics prior to the start of
the PacX project, from 0400 UTC 8 December 2011 to
0200 UTC 10 December 2011, in close proximity to
a Mark II Datawell directional wave buoy [Coastal Data
Information Program (CDIP) 156] located in Monterey
Bay, California. Figure A1a shows the glider track, relative to the buoy location. Two polygonal patterns
centered on the buoy location were used: a larger one,
with sides of approximately 1.3 km, and a smaller one,
with sides of approximately 300–400 m in length. The
Datawell buoy is sampled at 1.28 Hz, with a lowfrequency cutoff at 0.033 Hz, while the Wave Glider
DWR-G is sampled at 2 Hz with a cutoff at 0.01 Hz.
Horizontal (x, y) and vertical (z) displacements of the
buoy and Wave Glider were analyzed to compute bulk
wave parameters shown in Figs. A1b–d. For each 30min record, autospectra, cospectra, and quadrature
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FIG. 16. Ocean surface conditions measured by WG during TC Freda. (a) Chl-a in vivo
fluorescence, where the bold black lines represent the nighttime portion of the dataset;
(b) significant wave height (gray), wind speed U10 (m s21 ; black), and horizontal easterly
WG velocity (m s21 ; red); (c) SST and surface salinity; (d) dissolved oxygen (DO) and
turbidity; and (e) Langmuir number, Stokes induced pseudovelocity wSt , and Ekman
pumping wE .

spectra were computed using 256-s FFT windows with
a 50% overlap. Significant wave height Hs was computed as Hs 5 4hh2 i, where h(t) is the vertical displacement and hi is the time average; the peak period
Tp as the most energetic frequency in a given wave
spectrum; and Dp as the corresponding peak direction.

Overall, the bulk parameters estimated from the Wave
Glider and the Datawell directional wave buoy are
in very good agreement. In addition, standard methods
are used to compute frequency-dependent mean wave
direction u( f ) and directional spread su ( f ), based on
the first- and second-order Fourier moments of the
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FIG. A1. (a) WG position relative to CDIP buoy 156 from 0400 UTC 8 Dec 2011 to 0200 UTC 10 Dec 2011. (right)
Comparison of bulk parameters between the WG measurements and the wave buoy for the same period of time:
(a) Hs , (b) Tp , and (c) Dp (coming from, true north).

directional distribution of wave energy S(u), expressed
in terms of autospectra (Exx , Eyy , Ezz ), cospectra
(Cxy ), and quadrature (Qxz , Qyz ) spectra (Long 1980;
Herbers et al. 2012). In this study, the mean direction
u and directional spread su were computed using
the first-order moments a1 and b1 of the directional
distribution:
tan(u) 5

b1
a1

(A1)

and
su 5
where

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2(1 2 a21 1 b21 ) ,

2
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xx
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zz 7
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A representative sample from the Wave Glider (dark
red) and Datawell directional wave buoy (dark blue) is
shown in Fig. A2. Figure A2a shows the wave frequency
spectrum, Fig. A2b the mean wave direction, and Fig.
A2c the directional spread. The wave field is dominated
by swell coming from the west, and wind waves were also
coming from the west while a higher frequency component coming from the east was also observed. The
agreement in wave spectral estimates is excellent for
frequencies ranging from 0.033 to 0.64 Hz, the spectral
range of the Datawell directional buoy sensor. The mean
wave directions computed from the Wave Glider measurements are in good agreement with those of the
Datawell buoy, though noisier, especially at lower frequencies. The directional spread estimated from the
Wave Glider is larger for the lower frequencies.
From these comparisons, it appears that the quality of
the wave directional data measured from the Wave
Glider is comparable to that from the standard Datawell
directional wave buoy, with the exception of signalto-noise ratios and directional spreading at lower frequencies. It is likely that these differences at lower
frequencies are due to the differences between the
tether design optimized for wave measurements by the
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FIG. A2. Example comparison of (a) wave frequency spectra computed from 30 min of data
collected at 1900 UTC 9 Dec 2011, (b) frequency-dependent mean direction u( f ) and (c) directional spread su ( f ).

buoy, and the constraints of the tether on the Wave
Glider, which is optimized for propulsion. Notwithstanding these low-frequency differences, the measurements demonstrate that the Wave Glider is a useful
directional wave measurement platform.
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